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Abstract 
A new least-squares approach to information dimension estimation of the invariant distribution 
of a dynamical system is suggested. It is computationally similar to the Grassberger-Procaccia 
algorithm for estimating the correlation dimension over a fixed range of radii. Under mixing 
assumptions on the observations that are customary for chaotic dynamical systems, the estimator 
enjoys nearly the same asymptotic normality properties as the Grassberger-Procaccia procedure. 
Technically, one has to deal with a mixture of U- and L-statistic representations and their mod- 
ifications for data from deterministic chaotic dynamical systems to estimate smoothly trimmed 
spatial correlation integrals. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
For a probability distribution # on X C_-Na the local dimension at a point x c X is 
defined as 
dims(x ) :=  lim 1 r~0 ~ log #(Br(x)),  (1) 
where Br(x) := {x' ENd : Hx_x, ll ~<r}. The existence of the limit p-a.e, is a basic regu- 
larity assumption imposed on # and is called dimension regularity. If a dimension regu- 
lar measure # happens to be an ergodic invariant measure for some local Lipschitz map 
T:X---~X, then dimu(x) is constant #-a.e., and if such a measure is supported by a 
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bounded set, this constant coincides with the information dimension 
d imi (#) := lim 1 / log#(Br (x ) )d#(x)  
r~0 log r 
of  #. See Cutler, (1993) for more information and related references. 1 
If  the measure # is not given in analytical form but instead by a finite sample 
Xl ..... XN of 0~d-valued observations with distribution #, one would like to estimate 
dimff#) from these observations. Of course, for no fixed finite sample one can really 
perform the limit r ~ 0 in (1), but instead one tries to detect a linear relationship of  the 
type log#(Br(x)) ~ v(x)logr + C(x) for 0<r<r<Y on the basis of  the observations. 
For practical purposes, such a procedure is not well suited for two reasons: The limit 
dims(x ) in (1) is often approached very slowly and in a way which is quite variable 
depending on x, so that even if dims(x ) = dimff#) #-a.s., two estimates v(X/) and v(Xj) 
based on different base points X~ and Xj can be very different. Thus, an averaging 
procedure over all observations X/ is highly desirable. But this cannot be done in the 
obvious way, i.e., by averaging over estimates of  log#(Br(Xi)), because too often an 
observation X/ is the only sample point in Br(Xi) even if r is not extremely small. 
Therefore, in most numerical studies not the information dimension but the correlation 
dimension of  # is estimated (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983): 
d imc(#) := lira 1 f r--*0 ~ log p(Br(x)) d#(x). 
X, • 
=:~(r) 
Again the existence of the limit must be assumed as a regularity property of #.2 Here 
the scaling behaviour of  an average over the individual values #(Br(x)) is studied, and 
if the estimation of  dimc(#) is again based on a finite sample, good scaling properties 
can be expected at much smaller radii r than in (1). 3 By Jensen's inequality, 
dimc(#) = lim 1 / ~o  ~ log #(B~(x)) d#(x) 
~< r-~olim & /log#(Br(x))d#(x)=dimi(#) 
(observe that log r < 0), and strict inequality may occur (Cutler, 1993, Example 3.3.13). 
Nevertheless, the following theorem provides an expression for dimi(#) with the same 
succession of  logarithm and integral as in the definition of  dimc(#). 
Theorem 1. Let # be a dimension regular probability measure on ~d with bounded 
support, and denote by G the distribution function of #(Br(Xi)) when Xi has distribu- 
1 I f  T is a Cl+~-diffeomorphism of a smooth Riemarmian manifold without boundary and if # is a T- 
invariant compactly supported ergodic probability measure, then p is dimension regular, see Barreira et al. 
(1996). 
2 If T is a piecewise xpanding C l+~ Markov map of the circle or a C 2 Axiom A diffeomorphism of a 
2 dim. compact manifold, then this limit exists for Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measures #of T, see Simpelaere 
(1996). 
3 Serinko (1994) studies how the range [£,~] has to go to 0 with increasing sample size in order to obtain 
a consistent estimator for dimc(p). 
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tion ~. Suppose that F~ is continuous. Consider a continuous Junction J : [0,1 ] ---+ [0, :To ) 
with .f2 J ( t )  dt = 1 and J ( t )  = 0 if  t ~_ (6, 1 - 6) .['or some i5 > O. Then 
diml(/O= lim 1 / r~O ~ log t l(Br(x))J(Fr(lt(Br(x)))) dp(x). 
-.:C(r) 
The simple proof of this theorem is given at the end of the introduction. 
In this paper we derive the asymptotic properties of an estimator for (~(r) (r fixed), 
which is a mixture between a U-statistic and a L-statistic. It can be used just like 
the U-statistic estimator for C(r) discussed in Keller and Sporer (1995) and Frank 
et al. (1995) (see also, Denker and Keller (1986)) to obtain regression estimators with 
confidence bounds for the scaling behaviour of log (~(r) over a given finite range of 
radii r. Below we illustrate this with an application to information dimension estimation. 
If also the embedding dimensions are varied, regression techniques cannot only be used 
to estimate the Kolmogorov entropy of the dynamical system (7,/~) but also to quantify 
the amount of random noise in the data. The possibility to obtain confidence intervals 
depends on the fact that the asymptotic variance of the estimator for CT(r) can be 
consistently estimated from the same given set of observations used to estimate C'(r), 
see Remarks 3 and 6. 
In the next two sections the relevant asymptotic theory for such an estimator is 
developed, first in the case of i.i.d, observations and then for data produced by a 
mixing dynamical system. 
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 1, we describe some numerical results 
that illustrate our theoretical findings. The estimation procedure was applied to data 
produced by a cubic full-unimodal map and to data from a H6non system. 
The cubic unimodal map T :x ~--~ 1 -12x-1]  3 on [0, 1] has a smooth invariant density 
2 with singularities of the order - 5 at x = 0 and x = 1, which gives rise to an invariant 
distribution kt governing the dynamics of the system. Obviously, dimi(/O ~ 1, and an 
easy calculation yields dimc(/~)= 25, see also Cutler (1993, Example 3.3.13). Based on 
time series of length N----2000, we calculated 100 independent estimates of the values 
(~'(r) for radii r i=  1.21 -i, i=  15 . . . . .  30, and for each of the 100 runs the estimated 
C(ri)-values were used for a linear regression estimate (least squares) of both, the 
correlation dimension and the information dimension. For the computation of (~'(r) the 
kernel J (x )=Z- I (x (1  -x ) -  6(1 - ~))3 (cS~<x~<l - (~)  and J (x )=0 otherwise was 
used, where Z is a normalizing constant. Because of the rather heavy singularities 
of /~ results varied depending on the choice of 6 and the embedding dimension d. 
Results for d = 1 and d =2 with (~ = 0.44 are shown in Fig. 1: For each run, the 
estimated 95%-confidence intervals for the correlation dimension (left lower comer) 
and for the information dimension (right upper comer) are represented as points in 
the plane where the lower and upper confidence bounds serve as x- and y-coordinates 
of the representing points. A confidence," interval covers the value to be estimated if 
the corresponding point lies in the left upper quadrant of the coordinate system that 
4 This relatively large ,~ was chosen because of the strong mass concentration close to the singularities. 
For the H6non data we used 6 0.1, instead. 
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Fig. 1. Plots of 100 confidence intervals for the correlation dimension (left lower part) and the information 
dimension (right upper part) of the invariant measure of a cubic unimodal map. For the l.h.s, plot we used 
d= 1, 6=0.4, for the r.h.s, one d=2, 6=0.4. For further explanations see the text. 
has its origin at this value. The most remarkable difference between the estimators 
of  the two dimensions in this example is that the information dimension estimator is 
nearly insensitive to the transition from embedding dimension d = 1 to d = 2 (it works 
even better in d = 2 than in d = 1), while the correlation dimension estimator eacts 
sensitively to increasing d, cf. Grassberger and Procaccia (1983). 
The second example is a Hrnon system T:(x ,  y )H  (1 -ax  2 +y,  bx) with a = 1.4 and 
b= 0.3. Starting from observations yl . . . . .  YN which are the y-coordinates of  N = 104 
successive iterates of  T and working with embedding dimension d = 4, the estimates 
were based on the N4-valued random variables Xi = (Yi . . . . .  yi+3), (1 <~ i <~N-d+ 1 ). For 
the kernel J we used the parameter 6 = 0.1. As for the unimodal map above, the results 
of  100 independent runs are displayed in Fig. 2. Since the "true" values of the dimen- 
sion estimates are unknown, 5 we use the average dimensions instead (averaged over 
the 100 runs) and indicate by dashed lines their 95% confidence intervals. The sample 
mean and the sample standard eviation of  these 100 estimates are 1.1988 ± 0.0099 for 
the correlation dimension and 1.2647 5:0.0063 for the information dimension. In fact, 
in each single run the 95%-confidence intervals of  these two estimated imensions are 
disjoint so that based on these statistics the claim that the correlation dimension of 
the underlying distribution is strictly smaller than its information dimension must be 
accepted in all 100 experiments, ee Fig. 3. 
Fig, 2 shows that the confidence intervals cover the "true" value in about 97 out of 
100 cases. Indeed, in the case of  Hrnon data, it is known for the correlation dimension 
estimator that the corresponding variance estimator overestimates the true variance at 
finite sample sizes. This effect, although of  the order of  N -1, is still observable ven 
for N = 104. A corrected variance estimator is derived in Keller and Sporer (1995) see 
also Frank et al. (1995) and Sporer (1995). 
5 The "true" value is the value to which the estimator converges with increasing sample size. In our 
particular setting, it is the slope of the linear least-squares approximation to the points (log ri,log C(ri)), 
i 15,...,30 (for the information dimension estimator). 
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Fig. 2. Plots of lO0-confidence intervals for the correlation dimension (left lower part) and the intbrmation 
dimension (right upper part) of the invariant measure of a H6non map. For further explanations see the text. 
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Fig. 3. 100 pairs of estimates of the correlation dimension (lower row) and of the information dimension 
(upper row), each with 95% error bars. 
Proof  of  Theorem 1. Let  e >0.  For  0 <r  < 1 denote  
Mr:= {xE Rd " lo@ log#(Br(x))<diml(IJ) - ~ } , 
M+:= { xE~d" 1 } log #(Br(x)) > d imt(#)  + e . 
As  l imr~0 1/(logr)log#(Br(x))=diml(#) for  #-a.e.  x by  the regular i ty  assumpt ions  
on #, there  is r~ E(0 ,  1) such  that  #(M~)</5  for all rE  (0 , r~)  w i th  i5>0 as speci f ied 
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in the theorem. Let x E M +. Then 
F4~(Br (x ) ) )  = P(~(B4X~)) <~ (B4x))) 
<~P(~log l~(B~(X i ) )>d imi (P )+e)  
= ~(a4+)  < 6 
(observe that logr<0)  and similarly, F~(/z(B~(x)))~> 1 -p (MZ)> 1 -6  for x6M r .  
Hence, J(Fr(#(Br(x))))=O for rE(O,r~) and x6M# UM +. As, by continuity of F~, 
p{x:Fr(p(BAx))) <~t} = t for all t ¢ [0, 1], it follows that 
#( B~(x ))J ( F~(#( B~(x )) ) ) dp(x) 
~(r) = ~\(Mr UM;) 
/> r dimff#)+e f J(Fr(ll(Br(x)))) d#(x)  
d\(M7 uM +) 
/o' = r dimff#)+e J ( t )  dt = r dimff~)+e 
for r E (0, re), and analogously, 
C(r) ~< r dimff~)-~. 
Therefore, I[ 1/(log r)] log C(r) - dimi(#)[ < e for r E (0, r~), so that 
lira 1 log C(r) = dimffp). [] 
r~O log r 
Remark 1. Instead of the continuity of Fr one could assume in the above proof that 
there is 6' > 6 such that Jl[,va_a,l > 0 and inf,>0/~{x : 6' ~<Fr(p(Br(x))) ~< 1 -- 6'} > O. 
2. The i.i.d, case 
Let X1 .. . . .  XN be identically distributed Nd-valued random variables with distribu- 
tion p. For some fixed r>0 we denote by h: Nd x Nd__~ N the function h(x,x'):= 
l{llx_x, ll~<r } and let h i (x) := f h(x,x')d#(x'). These are the ingredients determining 
our statistical problem. In a first attempt we shall assume that the X~ are independent, 
but we formulate as many results and proofs as possible in such a way that they can 
be easily adapted to mixing situations. Also, the function h could be replaced by any 
bounded symmetric function without major changes. 
For i = 1 . . . . .  N let 
N 
l 
Y/: -  N -  1Zh(X i 'X J ) '  Zi:=hl(Xi)" 
j=l 
j¢i 
We note that if the X/ are independent, hen the Zi are independent, oo, and Zi = 
E[Y/IX/]. But even if the X~ are only identically distributed (and not independent), the 
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Zi are still identically distributed. We denote their distribution function by F. Observe 
that F (z )=0 for z< in fh=0 and F (z )= 1 for z>suph= 1. With the notation of 
Theorem 1, Zi=tl(Br(Xi)) and F=F~.  
Our goal is to estimate the following location parameter of F: 
/o T(F) := F-l(s) J(s)ds, 
where J : [0, 1] ~ ~ is a Lipschitz continuous core Jimction with f J ( t )d t= 1 and 
Lipschitz constant Lj and F-1 denotes the usual left continuous pseudoinverse of the 
right continuous distribution function F. 
Remark 2, If F is continuous, then T(F) = f xJ(F(x)) dF(x), i.e., T(F) = C~(r) using 
the: notation from the introduction. 
Throughout his paper we make the following H6lder assumption on F. 
There are p E (½, 1) and a measurable function H : [0 ,  1]-+ (0, oo] such that 
I F (x )  - F (x ' ) l  <~H(F(x))' - x ' l  (2 )  
and H4 := fo I H(s)  4 ds = E[H(F(Zi) )4] < oc. 
The special form of the H61der constant is chosen for convenience in later estimates. 
In particular, in the case of independent observations, the moment assumption can be 
weakened. 
In the context of statistical functionals like T, a natural choice for an estimator of 
T(F) is T(GN) where Gx(t):= 1/N ~-],i~-1 l{y,~<t} is the empirical distribution function 
of  the observations YI ..... YN which are approximations for the unobserved random 
variables Z1 ..... ZN. Note that 
fi+ T(GN)= Z YN:iJN'i' JN, i :=  J(s)ds, 
i= l  ' 
where YN: l . . . . .  Yv: U are the ordered observations Yl . . . . .  YN, see Rieder ( 1994, 
Section 1.6). 
In order to formulate an asymptotic normality result for V~(T(GN) T(F)) 
we need the following auxiliary functions that depend on the unknown distribution of 
the Xi: 
f' 
~f" [0, 1]---~ N, OF(Z)= J (F(y))dy, 
z 
0~," R d ~ R, 4)~(x) = / h(x,x')J(F(hl(x')))dtt(x'), 
,( / ; [~1 " ~d ~ R, VI(X) = ~ O,.(X) -- ~F(hl(X)) -- ((91,(X) -- t~F(hl(x)))dlJ(X) 
Observe that E[gl(X/)] = 0. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose that 321 . . . . .  XN are i.i.d. Then 
2 N D1 (X/) O(N-2p/(I+p) E (T (GN) -  T (F ) ) -  ~ Z = " 
i=1 
In particular, 
E[T(GN)] - T (F )  = O(N -2p/(I+p)) 
and, as p > ½, 
x/N(T(GN) - T (F ) )  =~ ,/V'(0, 0"2), 
where a 2 := 4 Var(~l (3(1)). 
(3) 
and 
Remark 4. We present he proof of Theorem 2 in such a way that all points where the 
independence of the Xi enters explicitly are marked by an (I) in the margin in order 
to discuss later the changes that are necessary to adapt he proof to weakly dependent 
situations. 
Lemma 1. There is a constant C>0 such that for  all i , j=  1 . . . . .  N 
E[(Yi - Zi) 4] ~< CN -2 
fo ' E[IP(Y/~< tlSi,Xj) - l{z, <,}IIF(Z~) - F(t)[] ~< (5) dt CN 2p/(l+p). 
Proof. The conditional distribution of (N -  1)Yi given X/ is b(N-1 ,Z i ) .  This yields 
(4) at once. Let At :=  (]Zi - t] >N-1/( I+p)H(F(Zi)) I -1/P}. Then A~ C {]F(Zi) - F(t)] 
<~N-p/(I+P)}. By the conditional version of Chebychev's inequality we have for i # j  
IP(Y, ~< tlY~,xj) - l{z,~,}l ~< P(lYi -Zil>~l t - zel lXi ,x;) 
] 
E L ( t -  z i )  2 s i ' x j j  • 
As 1A, IF (Z, ) -  F(t)] is a function of Xi, it follows that 
E[IP(Yi ~< tlXt,Yj) - l{zi<~t } I lF(Zi) - F (T) I ]  
IF(Zi) - F(t)l ] 
<~E[1A;IF(Zi) - F(t)I] + E I~,(Y~-Zi) 2 (Zi _ t) 2 I 
(4) 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 asserts the asymptotic normality of an estimator for the quantity 
C'(r) with r fixed. Given a vector of radii (rl . . . . .  rk), the corresponding estimator for 
the vector (C(r~) . . . . .  C(rk)) has a k-dimensional normal distribution in view of (3). Its 
asymptotic ovariance matrix has entries Cov(~21,i(X1 ), 51,j(X1 )), i , j  = 1 . . . . .  k, where 
vl,i is the 5i corresponding to radius ri. 
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We estimate the integral of the first term in this sum: 
f~ E[1A,,IF(Z~) - F(t)l]dt <<. N -''i('+°l .fo ~ P(A~)dt <~ 2N-  2p/( l~ t~ ). 
The integral of the second term is a bit more difficult to treat: 
1 
H(F(Z i ) ) t -p l t  - Zi] F'-2 dt[ 
2 <~ E[(Y i - Z i )2H(F(Z i ) )  1 PN(I-P )/(1 ~-p)H(F(Zi))Io-I)(1-1/p)] 
1 -p  
/ o \~,,2 
2 N(l_p)/(l+p)E[(Yi_Zi)4]l/2 ~f  H(x) (2 ( l  P ) ) :Pdx)  
~<l - -p  
~< const N ( 1 -- p)/( 1 +p)- -  1 ./4.41/2 = const N -- 2p.'( 1 +p ) 
[F(Z~) - F(t)l 1 .fo E[ l~'(Y~-z')2 ~--~ jdt 
F r 
<~E[(Yi-Zi)2J~,:,,-zI,>N ....... )H(F(Z,))' re} 
1 implies (2(1 p) ) /p<4.  Putting both estimates together by (4) and because p>5 
we get 
~ E[IP(Yi ~tlX,,Y/) - 1 {z~<t} I lF(~)  - F(t)l] dt = O(N -2p/(1 +t,)). U 
Lemma 2. There is a constant C>O such that 
~ 1 E[(GN(t)  - F(t ) )  2] dt ~ CN 2p/(l +P)  
Proof. Let m = mN := IN (1-p)/(I+p)] > 0. For i , j  E { 1 . . . . .  N} with ] i -  Jl > 3m let Y/:=: 
l / (N - l )} - ]~k~K~jh(X i ,Xk)whereK id :={kEN: l<~k<~X,  ] i - k ]>3m,] j -k l>3m }, 
and denote Pi , j ( t ) :=P(Yi<~tlXi ,Xj)  and Pi J(t) :=P(Y/<~tlX~,~.).  As Y/<~Yi<~Y/+ 
2(6m + 1) / (N-  1)~< ~J + (13m + 1)/(N - 1), we have 
13m+ 1 
Pi, j(t)<~PiJ(t)<.Pi,j(t' ) where t' =t  + N~'  
(1) and as P/ ( t )=P(Y /<~t lX i ) ,  it follows that 
P(Y, <~t, ~. <~t) <<. p(Y, <~t, zj <<.zi) + p( ~. <~t, z i~zj )  
= E[Pi, j(t) l  {z, ~z,}] + E[Pj, i(t) l  {z, ~z, }] 
<~ E[PiJ(t) F(Zi)] + E[Pj(t) F(Zj)]  
<. E[Pi,j(t') F(Z~ )] + E[Pj, i ( t ' )F (Z i )  ]. (6) 
(In the case of independent Xi presently considered we might as well take m = 0. Also 
t '=t  + (12m + 2) / (N-  1) would do, but for later purposes we prefer t' as defined 
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above). Therefore, 
E[(GN(t) - F(t)) 2] 
N 
1 
-- N 2 Z E[(l{r,~t} - F(t))(l{r~<~t} - F(t))] 
i , j=l 
N 
1 
<~ Z (P(Yi<~t'Yj<~t) 
i,j=l 
li--jl > 3m 
6m+ 1 
-(P(Yi<~t) + P(Yj<<.tl)F(t) ÷F(t)  2 ) + 
N 
1 
<<" ~ Z (E[Pi, j(t')F(Zi)] ÷ E[Pj, i(t')F(Zj)] 
i,j=l 
li--j[ >3m 
- E[Pi,j(t')]F(t') - E[Pj, i(t')]F(t') ÷ F(t') 2 
+ (P(Yi <~t') - e(Yi <~t))F(t') + (P(Yj <.t') - P(Yj <~t)lF(t') 
6m+ 1 
+ (P(Yi <~t) ÷ P(Yj <. t))(F(t') - F(t))) + - -~  
N 
1 
<~-~ Z E[(Pi, j ( t ' ) -  l{z,~t,})(F(Zi)- F(t'))] 
i,j=l 
[i--jl >3m 
N 
1 
+~ Z E[(Pj, i ( f f)-  I{Z/<~t,})(F(Z j) -F(t ' ))]  
i,j=l 
[i--jl> 3m 
N 2 +~ Z(P( t  < Y,. <~t')F(t') + P(Yi <.t)(F(t') - F(t))) 
i=1 
_" 6m+ 1 +2 F(z) dF(z) - 2F(t') 2 + F(t') 2 q 
N (3<) 
Hence, 
o E[(GN(t) -- F(t)) e] dt 
N 2 
i,j=l 
]i--j] >3m 
2 N fol/(N-l)[P(Nk l k+13m+l  
+;ZZ +t<Yi~< U-1  
i :1 kG2~ 
+F(k+13m+l  ) (Nk  ]_ ) ]  6m+l  
N~I -  +t  -F  +t  d t+~ 
l l+(13m+l)/(N-1)E[ IP i  j ( t  t) - l{z, ~<t,) I I F (Z i )  - F ( t ' ) l ]  dt' 
Z l(13m+l)/(N--l) 
+,) 
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4(13m+1)  6m+l  <~2CN 2p/(l+p) ~_ j r  _ _  
N-1  N 
= const N 2p/(l+p) 
in view of Lemma 1 and by choice of m = m N. [] 
Proof of the theorem. In the first step of the proof we show that the functional A ~+ 
-J~J(F(y))A(y)dy defines a kind of derivative of T at F in direction A: As, by a 
Fubini-type argument tbr the area between the graphs of F and Gx, 
T(GN) T (F )=-  fOl fF(Gi')(Y)J(s)dsdy 
(see the proof of Rieder, 1994, Theorem 1.6.8), we have 
T( GN ) f i 1 E - T(F) + J(F(y))(GN(y) F(y))dy 
Jo 
=E 1 [G.v(y) J(s) ) ds dy fo aF(y) ( J (F (y ) ) -  
Lj .~1 
2 
Lj JF(y)fG'(Y)I s _ F(Y)I ds dy I
E[(GN(y) - F(y))  2] dy 
CLj N_2p:( 1 +p), 
2 
by Lemma 2. Next, let 
(7) 
@:=.f~F(hl (x))d#(x)=fol tPF(z)dF(z)=/o ' lF(Y) J (F(y))dy.  
Then 
./o "l J(F(y))(GN(y) - F(y)) dy 
= -- J (F(y)) dy - (~F 
N i=1 
N i=l ' 
J (F(y)) dy - (O F - ~ J(F(y)) dy 
(8) 
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1 N 
= N1- ~(~hF(Z~) - ~F) - ~ Z(Y i  -Z i ) J (F (Z~))  
,=1 i=1 
N ( J (F (y ) )  - J ( f (Z i ) ) )  dy. (9) 
The last term in this equation is estimated as follows: 
E N i=~ U~ <~ maxE[U~]<<.L~maxE[ (~-Z~f (F (~) -F (Z~) f ]  
<~ L~ max E[H(F(Zi ) )2(1-P)( Yi - Zi) 2(1+°)] 
L 2H (1 -p)/2Ert y, -- g 4 [I i Zi)4] (1+p)/2 
= O(N-(I+P)), (lO) 
(i) 
by Lemma 1. 
Next, we represent the expression in (9) as a U-statistic. To this end define v" 
v(x,x') := (~F(hl (x)) -- ~F) -- (h(x,x') -- hi (x) ) J (F(h l  (x))) (11) 
and denote by ~ the symmetrisation of v, i.e., ~(x,x')= ½(v(x,x')+ v(x',x)). ~ is a 
symmetric bounded function, f ~(x,x') dkt(x) d#(x ~) = 0, and 
N 1 N 1 y~ ~(x, ,~) 
A[ Z -- ~IF -- (Yi -- Z i ) J (F (Z i ) ) ) -  N(N - 1) i,j=l 
i~j 
is a U-statistic. Let 
(~,u :~ f q~#(X) d. (x)  ---- f h l (Xt) J (F(hl(Xt)))d[ . l (xt) .  
Then the function Vl defined just before Theorem 2 satisfies 
f 1 h x)) 1 - j ?~(x,x') d#(x') = --~(¢F( 1( - ~F) + ~(q~/~(X) -- @,u), (12) ~I(X) 
see (8) for ~F. As E[~I(X~)] ---- 0, it follows from the general theory of U-statistics (see 
e.g. Randles and Wolfe, 1979) that 
E -A (~'F(Z,) -- CF -- (~  -- Z , ) J (F(Z, ) ) )  + ~ ~_. ~1(~) = O(N-2), 
i=1 
and in view of (7), (9), and (10) we conclude that 
E - T (F ) ) -  ~ E bl(X/) = O(N-2p/(I+P)), 
i=l 
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(I) i.e. (3). As the ~ are independent, he normal convergence of v /N(T(G,v) -  T(F)) as 
claimed in the theorem follows. [] 
Remark 5. In applications it is essential to be able to estimate the asymptotic variance 
(I) c~ 2 of x/NT(GN) consistently from the data. As 
N 
c:2=4E[~l(X1)2]= lim 4 
i=l 
almost surely, it is natural to seek to replace the unobserved bl(X~) by approximations 
Vi = Vi(Xi . . . . .  XN) that can be computed from the data and for which l imN~ I/N 
}2~_~ EI~I(X~)-  V,I =0.  In fact, using some of the previous estimates one can check 
that the following choice will do: Recall that 
= ½ - ( ' F )  - -  ( , I , , (X , )  - -  
From this expression we obtain V/by the following substitutions: Let YN:I ~ YN:2 <~ "'" 
YN:N be the ordered observations Y1 ..... YN and denote by R(i) the rank of Y, in this 
ordering, i.e., 1I,. = YN:R(i). Although not uniquely defined if different Y/ take the same 
value, the mapping R is a permutation of { l . . . . .  N}. Defining YN:N+I := l we substitute 
N 
4'F(hl(X,)) ~ q'i:= ~ (Ym:k+l -- YN:k)JN, k, 
k--R(i) 
N 
1 
O~(Xi) ~ rbi . -  N~ Z h(Xi'XR l(k))JN'k' 
k--I 
k~-R(i) 
N 
1 
i--1 
N 
1 
i--1 
= T(GN). 
The resulting estimated variance is 
N N 
4 1 Z ((t//i __ @)  __ ((~)i -- ~) )2  
i=1 i=1 
(13) 
Observe that 7Ji = f], J (GN(y))dy t- O(N 1) and, if the ~ are pairwise different, then 
cI)i = 1 / (N-  1)~y=l, j4ih(Xi,Xj) J(GN(Yi))+ O(N-1)  • Here the terms O(N -I ) take 
care of the differences between JN,~ and J(k/N). 
If we choose J=  1 so that T(F) is just the correlation integral, then T(GN) is the 
U-statistic estimator for T(F). In this case q~, = l ~ and ~bi --= Yi so that Vi = Y, - 
T(GN ). 
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3. Data from mixing dynamical systems 
In order to extend Theorem 2 to the case of observations produced by chaotic 
dynamical systems we describe a setting that allows to apply the asymptotic normality 
result from Denker and Keller (1986) for U-statistics of such data. Let T:M---~M be 
a time-discrete, deterministic dynamical system on a metric space (M,~r). 6 Suppose 
there is an ergodic, T-invariant Borel probability measure /t on M, and fix a finite 
partition ~e = (Z1 . . . . .  Zt) of M. Then 
Xn(o~):=Tn(og) and ~n(~O):=j i fXn(m)EZ j  (~oEM) 
define ergodic stationary processes on the probability space (M,M,/~) where M is the 
Borel a-algebra of M. Here the index n ranges over I = 2~ if T is invertible and over 
I = N otherwise. For r,s E IU  {±cxD}, r<<.s we denote by ~-7 the a-algebra generated 
by all ~n with r<~n<s. 
Sometimes it is possible to recover the process (Xn),E1 from the label process (~,),E/ 
via a functional ~ : { 1 .. . .  , (}t  ~ M for which there are real constants C > 0 and e E 
(0, 1) such that for #-a.e. co 
a(~((ki)iEi),Xn((D)) ~ Co~ m, (14) 
whenever ki = ~n+i(~o) for i EIm := {i E 1:1il <m}. In particular, ~((~n+i(CO))iE1) = 
Xn(~o). In view of (14) we call (Xn)n~I a Lipschitz-functional. Obviously, there exist 
functions ,..~(m) : { 1 . . . . .  E} lm ~ M such that 
a( ~( ( ki )ic1 ), 3(m) (( ki )iE lm )) ~ c °~m 
for all (ki)iel E {1, . . . ,#} 1. Denote x~m)(og):=.7(m)((~,+i(Og))i~lm). 
In such a situation, good mixing properties of the process (~n)nel guarantee the 
asymptotic normality of, e.g., partial sums and U-statistics of the X,. In particular, 
it suffices that the process (~n)n~l is absolutely regular with mixing coefficients fin 
decreasing at a suitable polynomial rate. In the language of ergodic theory this means 
that ~e is a weak Bernoulli partition for (T,#) with mixing rate 2fin. 
For later use, we define the fin in some detail: For sub-a-algebras ~,  f¢ of M let 
fl(o ~, f#):= sup Z I~t(Fi M Gj) - ~(F~)#(Gj)I, 
i,j 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions {Fi} and {Gj} of M with Fi E 
and Gj E f#. Observe that /~(~, f#) =/~(f#, ~) .  With this notation, fin = supk>~ 0/~(Y0 k, 
~ , ) .  In case I=2~ this is equivalent o ft, = /~(~°~,~n~ ). 
For the following theorem we return to the case where (M, a) is ~a with a metric 
defined by a norm II" ]l. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that (Xn)nC 1 is a Lipschitz functional of an absolutely regular 
process with mixin9 rate ~n = 0(n-2(I+p)/(I-p)) and that the function r~--~C(r):= 
6 If the observed system is described in continuous time, the time-l-map or a suitable Poincar6 section 
map will do for T. 
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f l{ILx-x'll<~r} dH(x) dH(x ~) (correlation integral ./or radius r) is HOlder continuous. 
All other assumptions and notations are as beJore. Then 
( 2 L ~(X,) = E T(GN)- T(F))- ~ i:1 O(N-2p/(I*P)). 
In particular, 
E[T( GN )] - T( F) = O(N -z/"O+p)) 
I and, as p > ~, 
xfN( T(GN ) - T (F) )  => .4/'(0, (7 2 ), 
where 
c~a 
cr 2 := Var(~l(X0)) + 2 ~ Cov(f l (Xj) ,6 l (Xo))  
j=l 
and vl is the function defined in Section 2. 
(15) 
Remark 6. Each single term of the covariance series can be estimated analogously to 
the variance term, see (13). More exactly: Cov(g l (X j ) ,g l (Xo))  is estimated by 
N--j 
1 
~-~ (( ' / '~+j - ~)  - (o,.+.: - 4 , ) ) ( (q '~ - ~ ' ) -  (o i  - ,b) ) .  Cov; : -  N - j  i=l 
If the covariance series converges quickly (e.g., if the fi, decrease exponentially as in 
many examples), relatively few covariance terms yield already a good approximation 
of the infinite sum. For the numerical studies with the HOnon data and with the data 
from unimodal maps reported in the introduction, the first 10 covariance terms were 
T taken into account. Fig. 4 displays plots of ($2+ 2~j=l  ~ovj)/S 2 against z for 15 
different radii. Note that Remark 3 concerning the simultaneous treatment of several 
radii applies with obvious modifications, see also Keller and Sporer (1995) and Frank 
et al. (1995). 
Proof of the theorem. The proof is essentially the same as in the independent case. So 
we indicate only the necessary changes. Denote by P the distribution of (?,i)i~3 under 
lb. As X~(co) = ~((~+i(co))i~/), we take the shift space {1 . . . . .  :}1 equipped with P as 
our basic probability space. In the proof" of Theorem 2 the independence assumption 
enters 
(1) via Lemma 1 into the derivation of (10), 
(2) via Lemma 2 into (7), 
(311 and finally into the treatment of the U-statistic [1 / (N(N-  1))] ~ '~ g(X,,X i) at 
the end of the proof. 
Later we show that the assertions of Lemmas 1 and 2 remain unchanged (except for 
the constants C involved) and turn to 3 first. 
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2 z Fig. 4. (S -L2 E j= I  ~oovj)/s 2 versus r for 15 different radii based on the H+non time series of length 1000. 
1.h.s. Unweighted (J _= 1, for correlation dimension estimator), r.h.s. Weighted (for information dimension 
estimator). 
We start with a few remarks on absolute regularity needed in the sequel: If ~ ,  ~, J f  
are sub-o--algebras of ~, then 
fl(ff V ~,vf, ~) ~ fi(,~, f f  V (¢) + fl(ff, (¢) + fl(~-, W). (16) 
This observation will be applied several times in situations where ~-= y~m,(¢  = 
~i+rn and ~ = "~'i+2m+l°~'°° so that f l(ff V ~,  (~) ~ 3t im.  For the proof observe first ~ i--m+ l 
that, as each Y V W-measurable set can be approximated (in /~-measure) by finite 
unions of sets F n H with F E f f  and H E W, 
f l(ff V Jr ,  ~) = sup Z I/~(F~ n Hk n Gj) - p(Fi n Ilk )#(Gj)  I, 
i,j,k 
where {F i} ({Gj} ,{Hk})  range over all finite i f -  ((¢-, J~(-) measurable partitions of 
M. Now inequality (16) follows from the fact that for all F E ~,  G E (¢ and H E J f  
I#(F n H n G) - p(F N H)~(G)I 
~< J/J(F N G NH) - p(F n G)#(H)[ + [/~(F N G)#(H)  - I~(F)p(G)#(H)[ 
+[ t t (F )p(G)#(H)  - p(F  NH)p(G)[. 
The second remark concerns the approximation of h(Xi,Xj) by h(Xi(m),x)m)). We in- 
troduce the following concept of oscillation of a function f:(~d)k__+ ~ used also in 
Denker and Keller (1986): Let e > 0. Then 
osc( f ,  e, (Xl,... ,xk)) := sup{ [f (y~ . . . . .  Yk ) - f (J l . . . . .  y~ )[ : [[xi - -  Y i  II, 
Ilxi - y~ll < ~}, 
osc( f ,  e) := f osc( f ,  e, (xl . . . . .  xk)) dp(xl ) " "  d#(Xk), 
os%( f )  := sup e -~ osc( f ,  e). 
~>0 
We note that os%( f )  < oo if f is H61der continuous with exponent 7. 
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Denote by 7 the H6lder exponent of the function r H C(r). Then osc(h, e, (Xl,X2))~ 
l{r 2,:~<llx,_x~ll~<r+2c}, whence osc(h,~)<~C(r + 2,') - C(r - 2c)~<const. (4~) v so that 
osc~,(h) < oc. As an immediate consequence we obtain osc.;(h~ )< ~,  and since q/F is 
Lipschitz continuous, also OSC7($F o hi ) < oc, In particular, 
Elhl(Xi ) - h i (x/(m))] ~<E[osc(h~, c~xm,xi)] ~< osc;.(h~ )C)'o~ ;:m. (17) 
For J o F o hi one uses the Lipschitz continuity of J and the p-H61der continuity of F 
to deduce that osc~,~,(J o F o h~ ) < ~x~: 
. f  osc(J 
2Lj 
~< 2Lj 
oF ohl,~,x)d~(x) 
f sup{IF(h~(y))  - F(h~(x))l " Ily - xll < *:} du(x) 
/ H(F(h l (X) ) )  I-p sup{lh~(Y) - h~(x)]~"lly - xll < ~} d/~(x) 
<~2L.~ ( f H(F(hl(X)))dt~(x))l-P (/ osc(hl,e,x)d~(x) f 
<~ 2LjH~4 I-p)/40sc ,(hi )oeTp. 
Let w(x,x') :=(h(x,x ~) -h l (X) ) J (F (h l (x) ) ) .  As h, hl and J are bounded, it follows 
that oSCTp(W ) < cxD and hence also 
osc~,p(v) ~< oscTp(4,r o hi ) + osc?/w) < 
(recall the definition of v from ( 11 )). Because of this estimate, the asymptotic normality 
of the U-statistic 1/ (N(N-  1))~,;N,/,, g(x, ,x j )  under the assumptions of Theorem 3 is 
a consequence of Theorem l(b) in Denker and Keller (1986). 
In order to adopt the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 to the dependent situation, we intro- 
duce a copy (~i)iEt of the process (~i)ieiI which is independent of (~i)i~l and denote 
AVn = ~-'((~n4-i)iEl) and )~m) = ~-((~,,i)ieI,,, ). Then ()( ,) ,e,  and (2~m)),e, have the same 
distributions as (X , )~ l  and (X~m))~/, respectively, but they are independent of these 
latter processes. Lemma 1 of Yoshihara (1976) implies in this context: 
Lemma 3. Let Ji,Ja be disjoint subsets of  the index set 1 and denote j(ml {i k ;~ 
l ' 3 j  E Jk s. th. l i - j l  <m}. Let Y(J~m)):=Cr(~i'icJ~m)). l f  f :([~d) J~ X ([~d) J~ - - -~ 
is bounded and measurable, then 
• (m) 4 ~ (m) ~-- (ml IE[f((xi(m))i6J,'(xi(m))i6J2) -- J((Xi )i6J,,(~m))i~J~)]] <- fi(J~(J1 ),'" ( ' ]2 ) )  
Suppose now that ]i - k[ > 3m. Then X/(m) and X (m) depend on blocks of the : k 
process which are separated by at least m indices, so that we can apply Lemma 3 to 
them 
ELk(X .& ) - h(X~(~),X~)) I 
~< E[osc(h, Ca m, (x~m),x~m~))] ~< E[osc(h, Cz¢ m, (x,~m),2~m~))1 + 41~m 
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~E[osc(h,2C~m,(xi,xk))] + 4tim = osc(h,2C~ m) + 4tim 
osc~( h)( 2C )7 ~ 7'm + 4tim. (18) 
The validity of Lemma 1 is not affected by the lacking independence. In fact, using 
(18) together with (16) and Lemma 3 several times, a lengthy version of the arguments 
from Yoshihara (1976), Lemma 2, shows that again E[(Y/ -~)4]  ~< const N -2. 
The necessary modifications for Lemma 2 are less standard. In the proof of that 
lemma the independence of the X/ was used only to show in (6) that for li - J l  > 3m 
and t E ~ holds 
P( Y~ <<. t, Zj <<.Z~ ) <~ E[P( Y~ <~ t' [ X~,Xj)F(Zi)] (19) 
where t' = t + (13m + 1 ) / (N -  1 ). In order to prove this also in the dependent situation, 
let 
1 
Y/ ' (m) : :N -1  E h(Xi(m)'x(km)) 
7' 
with K! m) "= {k E ~ : 1 ~<k ~<N, [k - i] > 3m, [k - j] > 3m}. Then t,J " 
1 
YJ'(=)~Yi+ N~- I  
1 
Yi~g/ ' (m) ~- N-  1 Z 
osc(h, Co~ m, (It(m) y (m)~ 
osc(h, c o~m, ( X i(m ), X~( m ) ) ) _~ 
2(6m + l) 
N-1  
From now on let 5 = 8 N :=N -2/O+p) and recall that m =raN = [N(1-P)/(I+P)]. Then 
p(y/,(m)_ Yi > 5) <~ 6-1E[(Y/"(m)- Y,-)+] ~5-1((2C)7os%(h)~m + 4tim) 
= O(N -2p/(I+p)) (20) 
by (18). Similarly, 
P Yi - Yi j'(m) > 5 + ~ -1 J ~O(N-2p/(I+P))" (21) 
Let Z~ m) := hl(X)m)). Then [Zj - z~m)[ <. osc(hl, Cc~m,Xj ) so that 
P(Zj <.Zi, Z~ m) > Z[ m) +5) 
~<P(osc(hl, c~m,xi ) + osc(hl, c~m,xj ) > 6) 
( ~_) 4 ~<2P osc(hl, c~m,x, ) > ~< ~E[osc(hl, c~m,xi)] 
= O(N -2p/(l+#)) (22) 
by (17). Similarly, 
P(lZ s - z =)l > 6)= O(N-zP/('+P)), (23) 
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so that 
P(Z~ m) ~u)<P(Zj  ~u + 6) + O(N -2p/O+p)) = F(u + (3) + O(N -2°/(I+p)) (24) 
for all u E ~. 
For the following estimate observe that hl()(~ m)) has the same distribution as 
h, (X) m) ) = ZI m,. Then 
P(Yii'(m) <t + 6, hl(X(m))~Zi era) + 3) 
~ P( Yi j'(m) ~ t + 3, h1(2} m)) <~Z} m) + 6) + 4f l (~j J++l,  ,~_j<~2m V ~m+ 1 
~ E[ I { ~j.(~ <~t+o} (F( Z} m) 4- 26) 4- O(N-2P/(~+t')) ] + 12tim 
E[I{y/.~,,,<~t+6}F(Zi)] + E[F(Zi + 36) - F(Z,)]  + P(Z} m) Z, > 6) 
+12flm + O(N -2p/(I+p)) 
~<E[I {EJ.,m;<~t+6}F(Zi)] + E[H(F(Zi))l-P(33) p] + O(N 2p/(l+p)) 
by Lemma 3, (24), (16) and (23). The terms in the last expression are estimated as 
follows: 
E[ l (y,.~,, <~t+~}F(Zi)] 
~E[l{E<~t+26+(IZm+2)/(N_I)}F(Zi) ] + O(N -2p/(I+p)) by (21) 
<~E[P(Y,. <~t' IX,.,Xj)F(Zi)] 4- O(N -2p/(I+p) ) 
for m >~ 3 by choice of m, 6 and t', and 
E[H(F(Zi ) )l-p(33) p] ~ H~41 -P)/4(33)p = O(N-2p/(I+P)) 
by choice of 6 =X -2/~1+p). As Z~ m) =hl(X)m)), it follows that 
P(Yz~t, Zj~Z~) 
<<p(y/,(m) <<.t + 3, Z~ m) ~Zi ~m) 4- 6) + O(N -2p/~I+p)) by (20) and (22) 
<<.E[P(Yi <~t' I X, Xj)F(Z,.)] 4- O(N-2p/(I+P)). [] 
This is (19). 
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